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Research Institute for Physics, 3-iQU 05 Stockholm 50, Sweden

ABSTRACT

The energy of positron annihilation radiation emanating from several

Materials was neasured, using recently established energies of the i98Au

and igzIr yrays for calibration. Corrections for the binding energy cf

positrons and electrons were applied. A peak fitting routine was used

which took into account both the background "step" under the peak, and

the possibility that only a part of the detector contains charge-carrier

traps. We could reproduce the electron rest mass energy (corrected for

binding energies) to within ± 10 eV, in some "well-behaved" metals even

to within ± 5 eV.

* On leave of absence from Instituut vor Kern- en Stralingsfysika,

Leuven, Belgium.



1. INTRODUCTION

Gamna-ray spectroucoj,y :.-y jneans a' soli I-r.tate detectors has a r.esd for

& dense set of calibration lines in ord^r to compensate for the non-

linearity of amplifiers and converters. jne such liru- very .ften presents

Itself spontaneously: the positron annihilation line. A.; ler»*- au tine reso-

lution of Ge(Li)-detector3 was > ?, keV ;VHM, trie shape of this line did

not deviate very much from that of ordinary y-ray lines. With present-

day solid-state detectors, however, having a resolution of 1.0 - U> keV

at 0.5 MeV, the situation is quite different 'iue to the large intrinsic

half-width (usually 2-2.5 keV) of the annihilation lino.

The electron - and if CP.r hoidr., also the positron - rest mass can be

derived from a Knowledge of fundamental constants; its present-day value

is 511.0031**0.Oul1* ke7 [ref i] . The mean energy of the two photons emitted

during annihilation is generally lower than this value, in gaoen by hiif

the binding energy of the positroni\m ground state, i.e. by 3.** eV, in con-

densed matter by a less precisely known amount. In most experimental con-

figurations positronium formation is negligible, and annihilation occurs

between thermalized quasi-free positrons and electrons which are bound,

either in atomic or molecular orbits or in the conduction band of metal.

As long as the precision level of a measurement is of the order of 0.1 k.eV

the neglect of the electron binding energy is of no importance, but at the

10 eV level the binding has to be taken into account, as well as the electron

and positron work functions when the annihilation takes place in metals.

Three questions now arise;

T) If the detector resolution function(window-curve)is asymmetric - and

even very good detectors always show some low-energy tail - how should

this skewness be fitted analytically in a way that is appropriate for

ordinary -y-ray peaks and the 511 keV annihilation peak?

2) What is the internal structure of the annihilation peak, and to what

extent is the peak shape influenced by the surrounding in which the

annihilation takes place?

3) Given the annihilation line in a spectrum, which is the fitting proce-

dure that gives correctly the channel number corresponding to 511.003*»

keV?



Xn order to shed light on this problem we have recorded .spectra from
;- positron annihilation in a number of metals (Al, 'u, In, Ba, Au and Pb),

and also in plexiglass, wa*-er and ice, using a 10 cm^ G<i(Li)-detector.

!'r" Of theae substances, Ba and Pb were chosen because if a need for another

{•• reliable calibration point in mucnic X-ray spectra [2], when target? of

theso elements were used. Ai is commonly used for encapsulating /?Ma

sources, and is as well as plexiglass a structural matte rial in ejeperimen-

f ta.l 3f?t-ups. For the analysis of the spectra thus obtained we have le^e-

§'.• loped suitable fitting routir.es, as will be described in section 3.

;" .

The origin of the work presented here was our otservj.*,ion that the t-nergy

of the- annihilation line always came cut ut!-'/; eV too lew when it was

fittec in the same way as other peaks, and calibrated with ultimate refe-

rence -,o the old 13^Au standard energy of J, 11.791* KeV 13].

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Our positron source was 2'iKa, which decays with a ?0 % ti -branch with
2

E s^l»6 kaV corresponding to a range of 190 mg/cm (0.7 mm) in alumi-

nium.

As a source backing we used a 10 < }0 mm nickel foil of O.kU mg/cm thick-

ness. Onto this foil was dropped a solution of NaHCO, with a specific

activity of more than 1 mCi per mg Na, and the water was evaporated. A

source strength of }k \tCi was used in these measurements. The fraction

Of positrons annihilating in the source itself and the Ni backing was mea-

sured to be less than 3 %• The 22Na source was surrounded as closely as

possible by the substance in which the annihilation was to take place, so

M to make the source of the annihilation photons appreciably smaller than

the detector diameter, which was 37 ram. Both this source and the calibra-

tion sources 1 3 3Ba, J 9 2Ir, 198Au and 207Bi were placed on the detector ax:s

in order to avoid systematic errors due to different entrance angles [k].

Toe distances source-to-detector were in the range 1*5 to 65 mm.



Ge! Li}-spec trosset cr cur.prise4 a Fuil*t^> *0 en-1 plar.ar detector of

IÖ.MM thickness, ao Ortec 4?t amplifier, a Laben <iiii! AJC an-i u Tridac

**•'"'••. *096-ch%rmel pulse-height analyzer. The electronics wa:; adjust*** to give

h »peak shape as symmetrical as possible. The resolution was about 1.4 fe»:V

<«& 511 keV (interpolated value). - I t was found in a pr'.-csdiur experiment

{5) usin^ the same detector» that the pulse-height drpendencfc f>l on Uw-

•ource-to-detector distance vas negligible for the dir.tw.ee region useu in

'„ tbe present work. Typical recording times were about 12 h, nn-l u.3-2 »iiiion

,-•;. eount3 were obtained both in the annihilation peak and in V\z- most important

!,: calibration peaks. A typical spectrum is snown in Fig. ?.

3. PEAK FITTING

3.K Ordinary f-ray peaks

There exist two current philosophies for accurate Fitting of peaks in

spectra recorded by solid-state detectors (cf.ref. 6). Either, one can uae

•a ad hoc approach, looking only at the goodness of fit - thus ignoring

tfee underlying physical processes -, or one can adhere to some model of

detector behaviour and try to refine it in order to reach on acceptable

goodness of fit. In the present case we had to use the second way, since

Otherwise it is impossible to modify unambiguously the standard peak shape

so as to fit the annihilation line, - for the basic element cf our resolu-

tion function we chose a Gaussian. Two refinements were then made to ob-

tain our standard peak shape. - As is well known, there is a difference

between the background level above and below a peak, due to photo-electrons

leaving the active part of the detector before giving off ail their rnergy.

To account for this effect we levelled out the regions around the p^aks

in the following simple way. The height h of the step was calculated from

the mean background heights in suitably chosen regions below and above the

peak,paying due account to the slope of the background. An approximate

peak shape was defined by taking a straight-line background between esti-

M&ed "end-points" of the peak. Prom each channel was then subtracted a

fraction of h, equal to the ratio between the part of the peak area above

th»t channel »od the whole peak area. - This computer procedure is; per-

formed before the peak-fitting proper, thus reducing the complexity of the



that has to be fitted (the usual treatment of this step feature

* l*ads to an error integral, ef. ref. 6).

Böor charge collection is the standard reason for the commonly occurring

Jew-energy tail; in fitting programs where this is the worst complica-

tion (e.g. where no Lorentz-shape option is included), it is often taken

care of by folding the Gaussian with an exponential (cf the Appendix),

the "decay constant" of which is related to the probability that a charge

carrier is trapped. The detector used in this work gave a very small

ppak skewness (see Fig. 3,a); furthermore the fit was not very good (cf.

Fig. 3,c) when using this type of fitting function. - For this reason we

M d e an ad hoa modification of the model which gives our peak shape, ar-

guing that the detector behaves as if it were virtually free from traps,

except in localized regions. (Such a region might for example be one

Which is close to the inactive volume of the crystal.) That would result

in a peak, of which only a part had to possess an exponential tail. Our

Standard peak shape was thus chosen to be a pure Gaussian plus a satellite

peak with such an exponential tail, its position and half-width parameters

being identical to those of that pure Gaussian (see Fig. 2, a and c).

When applying this model to our calibration peaks, it turned out that the

fit quality improved considerably - at the expense of using three shape

parameters instead of two (see Fig. 3,d). The best fit was obtained for

a satellite comprising a fairly small part (~5#) of the main peak. In

this way we obtained a reasonably good fit. The remaining residuals in

the peak region are small and apparently symmetric around the peak centroid.

Thus, even if we could make them disappear by using a still more refined

fitting function, the peak position would change by an amount less than

the statistical error.

3.2. The annihilation peak

Considering now the annihilation peak, it was found empirically in our

first approximate treatment, that a considerably better fit was obtained

when the peak was treated as two superimposed Gaussians of different half-

widthB (cf. Fig. k,c).



The above-mentioned way of dealing with the skewness of the ordinary

fray peaks then naturally led us to a four-peak (two peaks with their

satellites) representation of the annihilation line. Since, However,

ibe skewness and the relative area of the satellites anyhow had to be

fixed from the simultaneously recorded calibration peaks, only six in-

dependent parameters needed to be fitted, viz. the areas, positions

and widths of the two main components.

IB order to handle this fitting problem we developed a new routine within

tae framework of the general fitting program GENF [ref. ?]• This program

is designed to handle accurate fitting problems; thus it contains not only

the necessary parameter-locking and -interlocking options, but also other

administrative options as e.g. a logarithmic plot routine, and a procedure

giving the difference between the measured spectrum and arbitrarily selected

components of the fitted function. This feature was of great value, since

a plot of the residuals (the channel content minus the value of the fitted

function at the middle of the channel) reveals bad fits in the central parts

Of a peak much more clearly than does the conventionally used logarithmic

plot (cf. Fig. 3 and k).

So far our approach to the problem has not taken into account the know-

ledge of the annihilation radiation process which can be obtained from

other branches of research.

It has been known for a long time, however, that the rapid motion of elec-

trons in atoms, molecules and crystals gives rise not only to a spread in

energy of the photons from annihilation, but also a spread in the angular

distribution around i80° (see e.g. ref. 8-10). There is a very simple

relation between the angular deviation |59| = |ö-rrj defined by the slit

setting in a long-slit angular correlation experiment, and t^e correspond-

ing energy deviation |6EJ = JE - moc
2|. Corresponding here means that the

relative height is the same in the energy spectrum as in the angular distri-

bution. Thu3, in a first approximation

|6E(/mnc
2 - |56|/2,



as can be easily derived from the aberration and Doppler shift formulae

181. The angular correlation studies [b-10] hav« shown tnat for a large

lumber of metals the major part of the spectrum has the shape of a trun-

cated parabola, as 13 to be expected from annihilation of thermalized

positrons with Fermi-distributed conduction electrons. (A closer exa-

•ination reveals that, at the high electron densities occurring in me-

tals, the Coulomb enhancement effect, which in a low-density electron

cloud would destroy this simple shape, is nearly compensated by correla-

tion effects-see e.g. ref.[11]). The total base width of the parabola

is usually less than 15 miiliradians, corresponding to 3-3 keV, so the

'parabolic shape is not easily observed in solid-state detector spectra

(angular correlations, on the other hand, are usually studied at a reso-

lution less than 1 mr). Nevertheless we found it necessary to include

in the peak-fitting program also such a truncated parabola, folded into

a Gaussian (for details see the Appendix). When fitting the base-width

(«?c) of the parabola as a free parameter, we generally obtained a very

good agreement with the theoretical value c(keV)« 0.51 • /ÉIJevT (from

reffi [\b and ITl) for these metals (Al, In and Pb) which show clear para-

bolas in their angular correlations. Since, however, our main aim was

not to check the applicability of the theory, we usually kept the para-

aeter c fixed. At our resolution the difference between this convoluted

peak and a pure Gaussian is very small, so we could still use our standard

skew Gaussian for the satellites which form part of the annihilation line.

Thus we avoided the complication of a two-fold convolution (exponential

into Gaussian into parabola). We observed that the remaining rather broad

part of the annihilation peak could be well approximated by a Gaussian,

but we have no theoretical foundation for that.

k. ENERGY CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

The calibration peaks of each spectrum were all evaluated by a simple

pure-Gaussian fitting code, and the peak channel numbers were fitted to

a third order polynomial in the energy region 290 to 620 keV. For the

strong lines (three around 300 keV and one at 1»68 keV from 192Ir, the

U12 fceV line from l 9 8Au, and the 569 keV line from 207Bi) the deviations

vwre generally less than 2 eV,as would also be expected from statistics.



Tbe l92Ir energies were taken from Borchert et.al. [12], and adjusted

to the l98Au energy obtained by Desluttes et.al. [13]. The energy of

the 5/2 •• 1/2 y-r&y from 2C7Bi was calibrated in a separate run with

tile l92Ir and 198Au sources, the result being 569.7OCiO.0O3 keV. In

addition, a l33Ba source was used to have a check on the stability of

the non-linearity correction. The U68 and 569 keV lines were also

treated by the more careful method described in section 3.1. Since

the energy difference between the results of these two methods were

almost the same (about 17 eV) for the two lines, we felt it safe to

assume that a calibration line close to 511 keV would habe been shifted

by the same amount. The tail parameters (skewness and relative area

Of the satellite) to be used when fitting the annihilation line, as well

as the width of the resolution function, were likewise found by interpola-

tion between these two calibration lines. In principle they should have

been treated as instrumental constants, but siv.ce anyhow the resolution

shifted slightly from run to run (we iid not use any gain or bias sta-

bilizer), we found it advisable to use individual values for each spect-

ruH. It turned out that both the tail parameters were constant to within

*20 %t while the instrumental resolution at 5 " keV varied between 1.37

and \M keV FWHM.

The fit quality of the two chief calibration peaks is illustrated in Fig.

3t bottom row.

5. THE EXPECTED ENERGY OF ANNIHILATION QUANTA

For metals the position of the parabolic component should correspond to

the electron rest mass minus half the sum of the electron and positron

binding energies in the interstitial region occupied by the conduction

electrons. For the positron we have used the theoretical work functions

gives in ref. £lUJ. The mean binding energy of the conduction electrons
2

was taken as the tabulated work function plus -? • E , where E_ is the

Fermi energy calculated in the usual way [15]- We estimate the energy

uncertainty of the theoretical value for the narrow component to be ±k eV,

the largest part coming from the positron work function, while the uncer-

tainties in o_c2 and in the 198Au y-ray energy contribute +1.1» eV and

±1.8 eV, respectively.

*' Preliminary value I»11.o062±0.001lt keV.



The origin of the brood component was debated for some time. Presr-ntly

tbe prevailing idea [10] is that it is mostly due to annihilation with

tbi£ outermost of the core electrons. In particular the calculations of

Berko and Plaskett I \(>] on the momentum distribution of core electron;-,

itt Al (3s and 3y) and in Cu (3d) are in very nice agreement with experi-

nental angular correlations. There may be some metals, however, for which

the Vxeluddi volume effect" (17] is of importance [lO], Except for the

case of Ba we neglected this possibility. For the electron binding enrr&f

pertaining to the broad component we thus used the values given in ref.

[19] f° r tne highest electron level still containing electrons when the

conduction band has taken its chare. These level energies were referred

to the Fermi level (cf. Kig. 3 of ref. [19]) and thus tho theoretical uii'-

ference between the mean conduction electron energy and the bound electron
2

energy was taken as the tabulated level energies minus — • E_.

The energy of annihilation photons from Cu and Na has been calculated

earlier in a paper by Varlashkin and Zganjar 120]. The results are

nob in agreement with ours, however, since these authors had not access

to the positron work functions given by Hodges and Stott [1H].

Concerning the binding energies of electrons and positrons in insulators

like water, ice and plexiglass - (C 5H 8O 2) n - we are not aware of any at-

tempts to calculate these quantities. As in metals, positronium forma-

tion is negligible - except for its well-known appearance in cold ice [21].

6. EXPERIMENTAL REGUI.TS

Th« deviations between our measured energies of the narrow, more well-

defined part of the annihilation peak and the energies that could be

expected from the above-mentioned assumptions regarding the binding of

the electron and positron involved, are given in Table I. To check how

sensitive the position of the narrow peak is to our assumptions regar-

ding the binding energy, we also fitted the annihilation line while keep-

ing the position of both components free. As can be seen in Table I, the

two different approaches give results which agree within the statistical

errorn.



The 'i'-*erinined energies of the narrow pea/, arft fnir-iv i.-lose VJ :: •. •' .,

the deviations generally bo ing less than 5 eV. This should be i-o.-spar'-xi

•to th»? errors of 2^-30 eV which result from treating all peak.; ac r.-jft

Gaus:,lans. It is gratifying to note that the metals (Al, Tn and Pi.:,

Which show the best agreement with the simple theory as regards ar.r. uar

correlations (c . Fig. 2 in ref. l9]),*Tive energy deviations that var. i or;

ii the combined error.;. The result is not niuch worse for the -.obi»;

'.tii.s Cu and Au, but the deviation for Ba differs considerably from

of the other EetaJ.3. However, in the case of 3a, for which the

parabolic component contains only ~ 33 % of the peak area, it i - :er-

tainiy unrealistic to ascribe the rei>t wholly to annihilation with core

electrons.

For ice at lov temperaturen the appearance of a sharj pc::\ trnniun : -"-ik

is well-known. Accordingly, we fitted the annihilation line from ice

by three peaks (plus their satellites), one with its width fixed to the

instrumental resolution (this turned out to comprise 8.U % of the whole

peak), and the other two with free widths. It appeared that also t'or

liquid water and for plexiglass the fit was considerably unproved l^;

inclu'^'.g a narrow part. However, the remarkably low energy of the

annihx. .tion peak in these substances did not depend on the number of

partial peaks used for fitting. Except for the 3.1* eV internal binding

energy of positronium we are unable to suggest which effects coula • ,f.

tribute to such a low energy. It would e.g. be remarkable if t tie . ::•

electrons of oxygen, which lie at -23 eV and thus gives annihilation

quanta with an energy about 11 eV below what is obtained from outer

electrons, would dominate the annihilation in both water and pl̂ xir.l'i".:;.

7• DISCUSSION

Two lines of thought can be followed concerning the best way of ur.i.-u;

the annihilation peak in metals for calibration purposes: eithe cne

can use only the narrow component, or one can include also the, broad

component with its position fixed relatively to the narrow component by

means of tabulated core electron binding energies. The latter procedur!



to

fives smaller fitting errors, but may introduce an additional systematic

•rror if the core annihilation hypothesis would prove to be wrong.

fron the results obtained in this investigation it appears that, for *

good detector and carerul adjustment of the electronics, the positron

annihilation peak can be used for absolute calibration of Ge(Li) detec-

tors to within an error of ±10 eV, provided that adequate computer soft-

ware is at hand. Whereas this statement may be valid for roost common

structural materials in which annihilation is likely to take place, there

•re indications that annihilation in some particularly suited materials

like lead and indium may give an energy calibration accurate to withiu

±5 eV. Fairly good as this precision may be compared to the state-of-

the-art a few years ago [22], it is certainly inferior to what is pro-

vided by present-day bent-crystal measurements. However, the annihila-

tion line often enters yray spectra involuntarily, and might then be

used to advantage. In nuclear spectroscopy a ±0.01 keV accuracy is

usually far »ore than sufficient.

It aust be strongly stressed that the agreement would have been worse

by 15 eV if our calibration had been based on the old 198Au standard

energy of Mi.79fetO.OO7 keV {3] instead of on the recent suggested value

of ti1.8062±0.00i)t kfeV obtained by Beslattes et.al. [13].

This result also snows the consistency between different methods of

determining the electron rest mass energy, or, alternatively, that the

positron and electron rest masses sxe equal within about ±30 ppm. Taking

this equality as granted, our results can be regarded as a support for

Deslattes* et.al. preliminary value for the 19sAu standard energy.
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APPBHD1X

The convolution of the exponential function y • expt(x-p) It] ,

truncated at x « p , with a Gaussian resolution function

f • e«p(-(x-x )*/2o2] of half-width T « /Ö£n2 • a , is given by the

integral v

which yields, with proper normalization,

2 e
• erfc (

Here A is the peak area, and

y

erfc(y) • 1 - erf(y) • 1 —7= • f exp(-z2)»dz

0

The error function was computed by a routine given by Hill and

Joyce [2k].

For the convolution of the truncated parabola y • 1 - [(x-p)/c]2t

which intersects the energy axis at x » p i c , with the same Gaussian

p-c

Using the tvo auxiliary functions

this integrates to
1 (x-p±c)

c - erf(R)J -

« 8 • exp(-Ra) • R • exp(~82) \



Ill

I Results of Beasurenents on the annihilation line from various
substances. All energies are given in eV.

ooaurring
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Cu

Au

Al
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Pb

Ba

H2O(liq)

H20(aol)

(-lT0°O

plexiglass

Binding
energy
correction

3

3

5

5

6

It ± i * '

( 0 )

( 0 )

(o)

A-EQ-(»OC2-B)

exp

-2 t k

-k ± 3

-1 ± 6

-7 ± 3

- 5 t 3

-3 t 2

1 t 3

-1 t 2

1» ± 1*

- 1 ± 2

6 ± 7

12 + 2

- 2 * 6

-8 ± 2

-

- 7 * 2

-6± 3
-7 t 2

C

exp

8 i

0

18 t

0

17 i
3U

12 ±

6

26 1

a
2 ±

7

- 9 ±

0

0

17 ±

0

10

12

18

1?

10

10

12

-

15

theo

0

0

3k

6

8

(7)

( 0 )

( 0 )

Peak
area.
Counts

x 10~ 6

0.7

0.5

0.7

1.1

0.7

1.1

O.U

o.k

2 . 0

X2/F

1.6

1.6

1.7

1.7

2 . 1

2.2

1.8

1.9

2 . 0

2 . 0

2.1»

2.U

1.U

1.1

1.1

1.1.

1.U
•xnnnnnaai

Parabolic
or narrow
oontponent

%

2k

20

79

59

60

28

9k

95

9k

•nuntains

m) The positron work function for Ba was extrapolated from the table given in
r»f. HU]
stands for the energy obtained for the narrow (in metals parabolic) component
the annihilation line; E^ is the energy of the remaining broad component.

The theoretical value of E Q - B ^ is based on information from ref. £ 193 - The second
lioe for each substance gives the deviation A obtained when B^Et, is fixed to the
theoretical value during the fitting procedure.

X2/F is the standard quality-of-fit paraaeter.

Only the statistical error* arc given; to this error must be added a calibration
uncertainty of 2-3 eV.



FIGURS CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 T/pical y~ray spectrum, containing calibration peaks and the

annihilation line from indium. We have indicated the regions

froa which the step heights were determined as well as the fit

regions of the three most important peaks.

>.• Fig. 2 Logaritraic plots showing levelled-c_t pari s of the spectrum in

* Fig. 1 (circles) together with the corresponding fitted functions.

I Also shown are the components of the fitted function (all of them

|: with background included). For the »»66 keV 192Ir and the 569 keV
207Bi lines a) and b) indicate the pure Gaussian and the skew

satellite peaks, respectively. In the annihilation peak a) is the

Gaussian-folded parabolic component, b) the corresponding satellite,

c) the broad purely Gaussian component, and d) the satellite be-

longing to c).

Fig. 3 The two chief calibration peaks in the spectrum shown in Fig. 1.

a) linear plot of the peaks (the background has been levelled out).

b-d) residuals obtained from different ways of fitting the annihila-

tion peak (plus a linear background). - The residual is defined

as the channel content minus the value of the fitted function

in that channel.. - Horisontal lines indicate ± 1 % of the peak

height} they terminate inwards at the points where the peak

joins the background in a log. plot. Dispersion 157 eV/channel.

b) single-Gaussian fit.

c) single exponential-folded Gaussian.

d) background levelled out, and the skew satellite introduced.

Fig. k The annihilation peak in indium.

a) linear plot of the peak (background levelled out).

b-e) residuals obtained from different ways of fitting the annihila-

tion peak (plus a linear background). - The residual is defined

as the channel content minus the value of the fitted function

in that channel. - Horisontal lines indicate t 1 $ of the peak

height} they terminate inwards at the points where the peak

joins the background in a log. plot. Dispersion 157 eV/channel.
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b) single-Gaussian fit.

c) double-Gaussian fit (intrinsic half-widths obtained 2.1» and

k.k keV, resp.); the positions were interlocked.

d) background levelled out, and the skew satellites introduced.

e) sane as c), but the narrow Gaussian now exchanged for a

Gaussian-folded parabola with a cut-off parameter of 9-5

channels, corresponding to the Fermi energy 8.7 eV.
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